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Abstract 

 

Strain engineering allows modifying the properties of thin films using the 

stress from the substrates on which they are grown. Strain may be 

relaxed, however, and this can also modify the properties thanks to the 

coupling between strain gradient and polarization known as 

flexoelectricity. Here we have studied the strain distribution inside 

epitaxial films of the archetypal ferroelectric PbTiO3, where the mismatch 

with the substrate is relaxed via the formation of domains (twins). 

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy reveal an intricate strain distribution, with gradients both in 

the vertical and, unexpectedly, the horizontal direction. These gradients 

generate a horizontal flexoelectricity that forces the spontaneous 

polarization to rotate away from the normal.  Polar rotations are a 

characteristic of compositionally engineered morphotropic phase boundary 

ferroelectrics with high piezoelectricity; flexoelectricity provides an 

alternative route for generating such rotations in standard ferroelectrics 

using purely physical means.



Introduction 

In ferroelectric thin films, the coupling between strain and electrical 

polarization (piezoelectricity) is intrinsic and allows functional 

optimization by an adequate choice of substrate (strain engineering) 

[1-6]. It is only recently, however, that the important role of strain 

gradients has been highlighted [7-9]. Strain gradients couple to 

polarization in all dielectrics via flexoelectricity [10-20], which is large 

at the nanoscale because the size of the gradients is inversely 

proportional to the relaxation length –and hence to the sample size. 

Thus, in ferroelectric films and nanodevices, the local strain 

distribution is at least as important as the average strain value: it can 

modify the dielectric constant [7, 8] or cause imprint [20], it can be 

used to elicit piezoelectric-like responses in devices made out of non-

piezoelectric materials [12, 13], and it can enhance the piezoelectric 

response of ferroelectric materials above their bulk value [15].  

 

Present technologies enable the layer-by-layer growth of atomically 

flat ferroelectric films that are perfectly epitaxial and that, in the right 

conditions, may be largely free of dislocations [20]. Under these 

conditions, the available strain-relieving mechanisms are a change of 

symmetry [2, 22], the formation of ferroelastic domains [23], or both 

[24, 25]. In the absence of dislocations, and outside of the domain 

walls, one might expect the strain state of a film to be homogeneous.  

 



However, the present work shows that large elastic strain gradients 

also occur in dislocation-free but ferroelastically twinned films. These 

strain gradients are intrinsic, as their origin is geometric, and long 

range (tens of nm). The gradient-induced polarization 

(flexoelectricity) is found to be large: several µC/cm2, comparable to 

ferroelectricity.  Moreover, the flexoelectricity is horizontal, and 

causes a rotation of the out-of-plane ferroelectricity in the c-domains. 

Gradient engineering through twinning thus provides an alternative 

route to the generation of ferroelectrics with rotated polarization, a 

feature thought to enhance piezoelectricity [26, 27, 28].  

 

The samples studied here are thin films of PbTiO3, with thickness of 

about 30 nm, grown on single crystal substrates of DyScO3. PbTiO3 is 

chosen as an aristotype of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, the most widely used material 

in piezoelectric transducers. Importantly, in its high temperature 

cubic phase, PbTiO3 has an almost perfect lattice match with DyScO3, 

enabling the growth of fully coherent films. As they cool down from 

the growth temperature, the films transform into the ferroelectric 

phase. In epitaxial PbTiO3 grown on DyScO3, different symmetries 

and domain structures may appear depending on the thickness. 

Ultra-thin films (5nm) display a periodic ferroelectric, non-

ferroelastic, domain structure [22], while at larger thickness 

(>10nm), the misfit strain is relaxed by dividing the film into 



tetragonal 90o domains (a-c twins) that alternate in-plane and out-of-

plane polarization [25, 30, 29, 31].  

 

The ferroelectric domain structure of the films was characterized with 

piezo-response force microscopy. The phase contrast images (Figure 

1) show the alternation of darker and brighter stripes, reflecting the 

vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. The domain 

structures are therefore classic a-c twins, arranged in clusters or 

bundles [34].  

 

Figure 1. Piezo-response force microscopy image of a twinned 

ferroelectric film. The alternating dark and pale orange stripes correspond 

to narrow domains with polarization alternating between, respectively, the 

vertical and horizontal polarizations in a 30nm thick film of PbTiO3 grown on 

a SrRuO3-buffered DyScO3. The image area is 2x2 microns. 

 

In order to investigate the strain state, the lattice parameters of the 

film were mapped using synchrotron x-ray diffraction in grazing 



incidence geometry. In this way, large diffracted intensities not 

limited by the finite thickness of the film can be collected, and the in-

plane structure of the film can be characterized. In grazing incidence, 

the maximum intensity is obtained when the incident angle of the x-

ray beam with the film surface, i, is close to the critical angle for 

total reflection[35], which is c~0.29o for for PbTiO3 at the 

wavelength used ( =1.265Å).  

 

In figure 2a we observe that, when the incident angle is close to the 

nominal c, there is a diffraction maximum at about 37.5o , 

corresponding to a lattice parameter that is very close to the 

substrate’s. This broad maximum corresponds to the c-domains, 

which have polarization out of plane and thus a compressed in-plane 

lattice parameter. As i increases, a second peak appears at smaller 

angles (larger lattice parameters), corresponding to the a-domains, 

which have polarization in-plane and thus horizontal elongation. As 

the  incident angle is further increased, the two diffraction maxima 

migrate away from each other, signalling a growing difference 

between the in-plane a and c lattice parameters.  

 

This evolution with incidence angle reflects a distribution of 

crystallographic inclination angles within the domains [36]. In bulk 

tetragonal twinning, the Bragg planes of adjacent a and c domains 

form an angle (figure 2b) that is given by:  



=2 arctan(c/a)−90o    (1) 

This relative angle should be 3.6 degrees for a fully relaxed PbTiO3, 

but in the films the tetragonality c/a is inhomogeneous (as indicated 

by the X-rays), resulting in a distribution of Bragg plane inclinations. 

The regions with different local inclinations meet the Bragg condition 

at different incidence angles ( ), and thus the diffraction data reveal 

the correlated distribution of tetragonality and twinning angle, in 

agreement with equation 1.  This can also be observed in the out-of-

plane diffraction maps around the 00L reflections (figure 2c). 

 

 

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction data revealing a correlated distribution 

of tetragonality and twin angles:  (a) Reciprocal space maps as a 

function of grazing incidence angle, and (b) schematic representation of 

fully relaxed tetragonal domains, showing the relative Bragg plane 



inclination. Notice that the real incidence angle for the a-domains, , is 

different from the nominal one ( i) due to the tetragonal inclination angle, 

: i.e., i , with  being biggest in the very thin a-domains (c) 

Reciprocal space map around the (002) reflection, where the intensity 

outside the 00L vertical is due to the distribution of crystallographic 

inclination within the a-domains (L>2) as well as the c- domains (L<1.95) 

with respect to the substrate planes (L 2).  

 

Further insight can be gained by probe-corrected High-Angle Annular 

Dark Field Scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) imaging [40, 41], shown in 

Figure 3. Quantitative analysis of the HRSTEM images using the 

Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA) [38, 39] and using the DyScO3 

substrate as reference shows that the there is a vertical gradient of 

inclinations between the flatter bottom interface and the more 

rumpled free surface, reflecting the growing distance to the interface, 

which is the source of stress. More unexpectedly, however, the films 

also show horizontal strain gradients. The c-domains, for example, 

reveal an increased out-of-plane elongation in the acute interfacial 

corners, and a reduced tetragonality in the obtuse ones.  

 



 

Figure 3: Direct imaging of strain gradients by HRTEM  High resolution 

scanning TEM and geometric phase analysis (GPA) of the PbTiO3 thin film grown on 

a SrRuO3 buffer layer deposited on DyScO3 substrate and studied in cross-section. 

(a) HRTEM image, showing the structure. (b) The map of lattice rotations shows 

that the upper layers are more relaxed, and therefore more inclined, than those 

close to the interface. (c) The out-of-plane strain εzz (relative to the DyScO3 

substrate, c= 3.95Å) shows a higher tetragonality in the right of the c-domain than 

in the left (obtuse). The difference arises from the the local stress concentrations 

required in order to “flatten” the interface of the ferroelastic film onto the substrate, 

as shown in figure 5. 

 

This distinctive pattern can be understood by consideration of the 

deformations that are required in order to attach a film with 

ferroelastic domains onto the flat surface of the substrate, as 

depicted in figure 4-a. A useful analogy is to imagine the forces 

needed to flatten an open book onto a photocopier. The concentration 

of stress at the corners of the domains leads to locally enhanced 

deformations, including bending of the domain walls in order to 

preserve coherence, as observed. Yet another way to understand the 

strain difference is to consider that, while the bottom interface must 



be flat, the top interface is freer to relax towards its natural 

“rumpled” state with inclined planes: the net result is that, for each 

domain, one side is thicker than the other (see figure 4-b), and thus 

there is a horizontal gradient of vertical expansion.  This transverse 

gradient will generate a horizontal flexoelectricity, causing the vertical 

polarization to rotate towards the thicker side (figure 4-b.) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Sketch of stresses, strain gradients and polar vectors in 

the twinned film: (a) Schematic representation of the domain structure in a 

film with a-c domains. The black arrows represent the stresses that must be applied 

to the twinned film in order to flatten it onto the substrate. (b) the flexoelectric 

polarization (grey) induces a rotation of the ferroelectric polarization of the c-

domain (blue). 

 

We can estimate the horizontal flexoelectricity and its effect on the 

spontaneous polarization. The transverse flexoelectric coefficient of 
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lead zirconate-titanate is f13 ~ 1 C/m [44]. Flexoelectricity is 

proportional to permittivity [7,10,12,17], which is ~5 times smaller 

for pure lead titanate than for lead zirconate-titanate [45], so the 

transverse flexoelectric coefficient of PbTiO3 should be less than f13  

200nC/m. The out-of-plane strain difference between the acute and 

obtuse corners of the c-domains is 3  0.03 (figure 3-c), and the 

relaxation length is approximately the c-domain width (w  40nm). 

Therefore, the average horizontal flexoelectricity across the domain 

should be around Px(flexo)  f13
w

3  15 C/cm2.  

 

This flexoelectric polarization is very large; it is in fact comparable to 

the spontaneous polarization of archetypal ferroelectrics, and will 

therefore have a strong effect on them. In particular, the addition of 

the horizontal flexoelectricity to the vertical ferroelectricity of the c-

domains will result in a rotated polarization (see figure 4-b), with an 

angle, , given by: tan =Pflexo/Pferro. Using Pflexo~15µC/cm2 and 

Pferro=40-60µC/cm2, an average polar rotation of ~10-15o expected 

with respect to the normal direction.  

 

In order to test this prediction, accurate measurements of lattice 

distortions were performed by increasing the STEM resolution and 

performing dedicated model-based peak finding in order to determine 

atomic column positions. Based on the Z-dependent contrast, Pb and 



TiO columns can be easily distinguished, while weakly scattering O 

columns are not visible (see figure 5a). Based on the determined Pb 

and TiO column positions, both the strain tensor and the Pb-TiO 

distance vector (proportional to the electric polarization via the Born 

effective charge tensor[42]) are mapped unit-cell-wise (see figure 

5b). Polarization mapping can also be done by other high resolution 

TEM techniques [43], although HAADF has the advantage that the 

samples need not be so thin and the less aggressive sample 

preparation helps preserve the native domain structure [41].  

 

 

Figure 5. Direct observation of polarization rotations: a) HAADF STEM 

image with zoom-ins showing the a-domain (I) and c-domain (I) atomic column 

arrangement with the TiO column shifted off-center along the direction of 

polarization. b) Out-of-plane strain (color map) and electric polarization (vector 

map). The map confirms the strain difference between acute and obtuse corners 

and reveals the existence of polar rotations in the c-domains, which are quantified 



in the line scan; the rotation angle away from the normal is bigger than 10 degrees 

throughout the entire domain, in good agreement with the calculations.  

 

In agreement with the HRSTEM GPA, one observes a large difference 

in out-of-plane strain, tensile in the acute corners and compressive in 

the obtuse ones, leading to a horizontal gradient. Additionally, a 

strong rotation of the electric polarization (much bigger than the 

Bragg plane inclination) is observed in the c-domain (see vectorial 

map and linescan in Fig 5-b). Inspection of figure 5b confirms a polar 

rotation of the order of 10° in the middle of the c-domain, in 

agreement with our model. The rotation is even bigger near its 

corners, where the gradient is strongest, and also near the interface, 

where the vertical polarization is reduced [43]. We notice also that 

there is no significant polar rotation in the a-domains, also in 

agreement with our model: in the a-domains the polarization is 

already horizontal, so the addition of horizontal flexoelectricity can 

change its magnitude but not its angle. 

 

The observed rotation of the polarization vector implies that the 

internal symmetry of the unit cells is lower than tetragonal, even 

though the X-rays do not evidence any monoclinic distortion of the 

unit cell. This may be due to the small coherence length of the 

domains, or else it might indicate that the unit cells remainin 

“metrically tetragonal” in spite of their lower internal symmetry. 



Decoupling between tetragonality and polarization is a known feature 

of epitaxial thin films, which remain tetragonal even when the 

polarization is suppressed [43, 46].  

 

Symmetry lowering via polar rotation is thought to be a cause for the 

giant piezoelectricity of PZT and other ferroelectrics compositionally 

engineered to be near a morphotropic phase boundary [26, 27, 28]. 

Nanodomain formation is in fact intrinsic near such boundaries [47], 

so it is quite possible that controversies regarding their symmetry 

[47-49] be related to the existence internal flexoelectricity, seen also 

in relaxors[50]. Transverse permittivity is bigger than longitudinal 

one in PbTiO3 [45], so the net rotation away from the vertical 

direction should result in an enhancement of out-of-plane permittivity 

and piezoelectricity. Though the enhancement will be hindered by 

clamping, focussed ion beam patterning of individual clusters of 

domains can reveal it [51]. 

 

Flexoelectricity thus offers a way to induce polar rotations in non-

morphotropic ferroelectrics using purely physical means. The size of 

the gradients is inversely proportional to the domain size, which can 

be tuned by changing the film thickness or the film/substrate 

combination (29, 30). Moreover, flexoelectric coefficients are thought 

to be larger for lead-free ferroelectrics than for lead-containing ones 



[12], which has positive implications in the quest for large lead free 

piezoelectricity.  

 

 

METHODS 

The thin films have been deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD), using a 

Lambda Physik COMPex Pro 205 KrF (λ=248 nm) excimer UV laser and a TSST- 

RHEED vacuum system. The background pressure was 10-8 mbar. The PbTiO3 

targets were 2-8% Pb-enriched sintered ceramics. The target-substrate distance 

was 48mm. The growth took place at a substrate temperature of 570 °C, with a 

laser energy density of 2 J/cm2, a laser repetition rate of 1 Hz and under an oxygen 

pressure of 0.13 mbar. The laser spot size on the target was 0.76 mm2. The 

substrates were pre-deposition treated in order to ensure a single substrate 

termination [52], and a SrRuO3 layer was added as a buffer to aid growth and as an 

electrode to facilitate functional measurements with piezoresponse force 

microscopy. The SrRuO3 layers had thicknesses ranging from 5 to 15nm and were 

in-plane coherent with the substrate. The films have been characterized using 

atomic force microscopy, (AFM), piezoresponse-AFM, grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction (GIXRD) and high resolution (scanning) transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM). The AFM measurements have been performed on Agilent 

5100 and 5500 AFM systems. For our XRD measurements we have used both the 

facilities of the HASYLAB W1 beamline (DESY, Hamburg) and a Panalytical X’Pert 

MRD Cradle (four axes) lab diffractometer. Our lab diffractometer is equipped with 

a copper X-ray generator tube, supplying X-rays with λ=1.5406Å (Cu Kα). The 

photon energy used at the W1 beamline is 9800eV, corresponding to a wavelength 

of λ=1.2651Å. 

The samples for the STEM experiments were prepared in cross section following the 

standard method: they were first manual tripod-polished down to ~20 microns then 



finally thinned down to the electron transparency using a Gatan PIPS© ion milling 

system. STEM HAADF studies were carried out on a Titan 60-300 kV microscope 

(FEI) fitted with a high brightness field emission gun (X-FEG) and a probe Cs 

corrector from CEOS. The convergence angle of 25 mrad yields a probe size of less 

than 0.10 nm. The scanning distortion was minimized by acquiring and 

superimposing two perpendicularly scanned images. Displacement and strain fields 

were deduced for the HRSTEM micrographs using the Geometrical Phase Method 

(GPA) [38, 39]. 

 

Model-based structure analysis was performed by maximum likelihood fitting of a 

bivariate Gaussian plus background to each atomic column contrast. Cross-talk 

between atomic columns was approximately taken into account by starting the 

procedure at the strongest column contrast and subsequently fitting the weaker 

ones by taking into account the tails of the previously determined Gaussians. The 

colour map in Figure 5-c was smoothed using an averaging window of 1.6nm. 
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